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SHE BITES (#8)
See the Lite (#4)
Trickytickyheart (#2)

Exacta:  4-8/2-4-8, $4.  Tri:  4-8/2-4-8/1-2-3-4-8, $6.  Daily Double:  4-8/1-7, $4.
PARKER’S
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Fourth in her latest, but she was stuck in the one hole that day, moves outside 
and should get a nice trip from just off the lead early, seems most likely.Well beaten in her last but she drops into an easier spot here and she figures to 
go much better.May not have cared for the sloppy surface last, she is another who will improve.

MOBY (#7)
Daves Birthday Boy (#1)
Seattle Stone (#3)

Exacta:  1-7/1-3-7, $4.    
One win in twenty starts but he has run well in all three of his starts this year, 
his consistency should be rewarded.Set some quick fractions and he held on well for second in his last, he appears 
quickest early again, definite danger.Big run in the stretch for the win in his last, he shouldn’t be far away late.

C C N’ WATER (#3)
Rally Cap Rudy (#5)
Big Hero (#4)

Exacta:    3/4-5-6, 5/3, $4.  Tri:  3/4-5-6/2-4-5-6-7, $6.  Pick 3:    3/2-4-5/7-8, $3. 
Dueled with the winner and tired in a race he looked to need last, he adds 
blinkers today and should be able to sprint clear early, have to catch him.Stable mate of the top choice ran well for second in his seasonal debut, he has 
every right to improve and may be the one to beat.$90,000 yearling purchase starts for $25K but Mawing rides, maybe.

SEATTLES BEST COPY (#4)
Doctor Susan (#2)
Mary Lois (#5)

Exacta:  2-4/2-4-5, cost $4. Trifecta:   2-4/2-4-5/2-3-4-5-8, $6.   
Pick 3:   2-4/7-8/1-3, cost $4.Winner of her two starts this year clearly loves these short distances, she has a 

nice style and is hard to bet against.Tired badly last but she drops down in claiming price and also will be helped by 
the shorter distance.Didn’t get the best of trips in her last two starts, she would be no surprise.

MAGIC LILY (#7)
Dance With Effie (#8)
Iwannabeadivatoo (#1)

Exacta:   7-8/1-7-8, $4.  Tri:  7-8/1-7-8/1-2-3-7-8, $6.  Pick 3:  7-8/1-3/4-8, $4. 
Invader form California ships in off some good efforts, she worked well over this 
surface six days ago and will be heavily bet.Forced/set some fast fractions in her two starts here this year, she was stuck 
inside in those races and moves outside today, expect another big try.Couple of close thirds in her two races this year, she again should get part.

WALK FREE (#1)
He’s Cagey (#3)
Hoody (#9)

Exacta:    1-3/1-3-9, $4.  Tri:  1-3/1-3-9/1-2-3-4-9, $6.  Pick 3:  1-3/4-8/5-7-8, $6.
Last couple on the turf in Arizona haven’t been great but he did face tougher, has 
raced well on the dirt and should get a nice, ground saving trip.Unlucky to lose last as he broke a step slowly and raced slightly wide on a day 
where the inside was the place to be, he looks reliable for another big try.Drew way outside but he has enough early speed to get position, consider.

Super:  7-8/1-7-8/1-2-3-7-8/all, $3.60.     Pick 5:  7-8/1-3/4-8/5-7-8/1, $12. 

Super:  2-4/2-4-5/2-3-4-5-8/2-3-4-5-6-7-8, $4.80.  

Super:  3/4-5-6/2-4-5-6-7/all. $4.80.    Pick 7:  3/2-4/7-8/1-3/4-8/5-7-8/1, $9.60 

Super:  1-7/1-3-7/1-3-4-7-9/1-3-4-6-7-8-9, $4.80. 

Super:  4-8/2-4-8/1-2-3-4-8/1-2-3-4-5-7-8, $4.80.  Pick 3:  2-4-8/1-3-7/3, $4.50.  Pick 4:  2-4-8/1-3-7/3/2-4, $9. 

Super:  1-3/1-3-9/1-2-3-4-9/1-2-3-4-5-9-10, $4.80.  Pick 4:  1-3/4-8/5-7-8/1-2, $12.

Trifecta:  1-7/1-3-7/1-3-4-7-9, $6.
Pick 3:    1-3-7/3/2-4-5, $4.50
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JOHN PAUL’S BET (#4)
Valid Keiki (#8)
Noble Nick (#5)

Exacta:    4-8/4-5-8, cost $4.

Impressed in his only lifetime start last year, he shows a very nice string of 
workouts and gets call in a wide open heat.
Received a perfect trip and he responded with a nice stretch run for a win over 
similar last, he worked well after that race, looks quite capable of repeating.
Stable mate of the second choice was edged by that one last in a game effort.

Super:   4-8/4-5-8/4-5-6-8-9/1-4-5-6-7-8-9, $4.80.  

PRINCESS KATIE (#5)
B C Z Middleton (#7)
Invested Prospect (#8)

Exacta:  5-7/5-7-8, cost $4.   Trifecta:   5-7/5-7-8/1-3-5-7-8, $6, 
Daily Double:   5-7-8/1-2, cost $6.

Ships in from Hastings off a nice  second in a sprint stakes, she is bred to like 
routing and should get a nice stalking trip, choice.
Troubled second in the Seattle handicap as she broke poorly and raced wide, 
she should be able to get a mile, could spring a mild upset.
Dominate winner of the Seattle handicap may prove very tough to catch again.

TICKLE ME NOW (#1)
Lo’s a Rising Star (#2)
Basket of Gold (#4)

Exacta:  1-2/1-2-4, cost $4. Trifecta:  1-2/1-2-4/1-2-4-7-9, $6. 

Comes off a short rest and drops to the bottom after racing in Arkansas, she had 
a nice five-furlong workout recently and edge in a toss-up.
Good try at Portland when second last October, she gets a little weight break 
today and should be close by right from the start.
Adds the blinkers and gets Bowen after an even debut, she could be the one.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Sunday Afternoon, May 29th, 2016

Super:   1-2/1-2-4/1-2-4-7-9/1-2-4-7-9-10, cost $4.80. 

Super:   5-7/5-7-8/1-3-5-7-8/all, $6. 

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:
C C N’ WATER in the third. DOCTOR SUSAN in the fourth.

Today’s Exotic Play: 
Race 5, $ 1 exacta:  7-8/1-7-8, cost $4.

Tri:  4-8/4-5-8/4-5-6-8-9, $6.  
Pick 3:   4-8/5-7-8/1-2, $6. 
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SILVER STARLIGHT (#5)
Ish (#1)
Mariota (#7)
LYNNE’S LEGACY (#7)
Starlite Style (#8)
Correlation (#2)
RARE CANDY (#2)
Dalmore (#1)
Curling Rules (#5)

TUSCANY BEAUTY (#5)
Lucky Student (#4)
Run for Retts (#3)
MR. OPPORTUNIST (#2)
Eric the Trojan (#5)
Tough But Nice (#1)
BLUE LAW (#11)
Boone Docks (#3)
Lamaan (#6)
LAMU (#4)
Swiss Silver (#5)
Where’s Bubba (#1)
BAL A BALI (#5)
Si Sage (#7)
Finnegans Wake (#9)

9

Santa Anita  Golden Gate        Hastings Park
Race Selections for Sunday, May 29th, 2016

CARULLI (#7)
Big Discovery (#9)
Viewforthepulpit (#1)

RUNAWAY CHERIE (#4)
Pretty Emma (#5)
Cherokee in Me (#2)
POWER OF NINE (#4)
Gray Madam (#1)
Special Summer (#5)
TIZZA TIGRESS (#5)
Kadiewu (#3)
Family Forever (#1)

PRIVATE STEVENS (#4)
Pheisty Kid (#2)
Mucho Macho Dan (#3)
CARLOS DANGEROUS (#2)
Speed Saver (#5)
Opening Roads (#6)
HEAT ME (#6)
Winninginfashion (#5)
Nannavee (#4)
PRESIDENTSKY (#2)
Terrys Tom Cat (#5)
Atomic Rule (#4)
PACIFIC CHANNEL (#2)
Litigation Road (#1)
Mucho Calor (#5)
FEISTY’S CAUSE (#2)
Elmonte Cristo
Why Not Be Perfect (#1)

PS DIAMOND CUTTER (#5)
Fireball Finnegan (#3)
Milsean (#1)
JO IT ALL (#3)
Brooklyn Boss (#5)
Ado (#4)
JAZZED (#5)
Cadeo (#4)
Katchin Fire (#3)

COLLEEN’S DIAMOND (#3)
McDove (#5)
Valid Vow (#6)
LIQUID METAL (#6)
Mighty Mesa (#8)
Admiral Jaxon (#1)
TWISTGRIPS (#8)
Aditya (#7)
Perfectly Reckless (#4)
SAL (#1)
Heistough (#5)
Feel No Shame (#6)
AFLEET ALICE (#4)
Supernova Sally (#1)
Leading Lady (#6)


